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The U-shaped area of POD 302 has made JASPER’s task of assembling a gas engine more
efficient. Three of four PODS at the Jasper Facility have been reconfigured in a similar
way.

The POD system of remanufacturing within the Gas Engine division at Jasper Engines
& Transmissions is being transformed.
There are four PODS within the division
at the Jasper, Indiana, facility. The most
noticeable changes have occurred within the
past year in three of the four assembly areas.
Instead of having a single Associate assemble
an entire engine in preparation for live-run
testing, that task is now divided among teams
of four to six Associates in a U-shaped assembly area. Each Associate handles a specific
task of engine assembly. “There are visual
management cues at each assembly station
that act as triggers to tell Associates when to
do a particular task,” said Mark Balsmeyer,
Jasper Production System Manager. “The
improvements made in the assembly processes
have stabilized the work flow by balancing the
work among the Associates in that area.”
“We were spending a considerable amount
of overtime to produce the same number of
units,” Balsmeyer added. “Now we’ve been
able to reduce the amount of overtime that our
Associates are working, while improving the
ergonomic part of their work.”
When it comes to training Associates to do

a particular task, “it is much easier to learn 15
minutes worth of work, versus one hour worth
of work,” he said.
This is the first major reconfiguration of
the Gas Engine division since 2008, when the
change was made from a progressive, or assembly style of remanufacturing, which entailed the
disassembly, cleaning and repair in one facility, and the machining, testing and assembly in
another facility to our POD system. The POD
system allows engine remanufacturing, from a
core to a finished product, within one manufacturing unit.
Each POD has specific engine families that
it remanufactures. This allows each POD to
become specialized in those engine families
which helps JASPER produce a better quality
product, produce it more efficiently, and provide
better availability to the customer.
“We’ve done similar upgrades in the Rod
Department, the Crankshaft Department, and in
Gas Parts,” said Balsmeyer. “The remanufacturing processes within Gas POD 303 has been
reconfigured from start to finish, while POD
(Continued on back page)
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Rick’s Automotive
Rick and Karen Hughlett founded
Rick’s Automotive, Inc. in Springfield,
Missouri, in 1980 with two employees in
a rented building and lots of determination. That determination has paid off.
From that original 2,500 square foot
rented space, Rick and Karen purchased
land next door to their rented building
in 1988, and built an 8,000 square foot
shop with ten service bays. In 2001, the
company built another 8,000 square foot
building with eight more bays to accommodate a growing fleet service. Rick’s
third and final phase of construction was
recently completed with a new 12,000
square foot quick lube and tire center.
The entire campus encompasses 28,000
square feet of work space with 28 service bays. Rick’s Automotive services
more than 1,000 vehicles each month,
110 local fleets and utilizes a customer
database in excess of 25,000 people.
Rick’s Automotive currently employs
22 technicians and a total of 37 full time
employees. Training has always been
an important part of Rick & Karen’s
business, not only technical training, but
managerial as well. “We employ a full
time training coordinator to design and
implement the training necessary for our
technicians, service advisors and HR
staff,” said Rick. “All of our technicians
specialize in different areas of repair and
that helps us assure they are getting the
proper training.”
Each year, Rick takes 21 employees
to the ASE “Vision” training and expo
weekend in Kansas City, Missouri. “I
cover all of the expenses for lodging,
meals and training which comes in at
around $11,000.00,” he said.
Another tradition Rick has done

since the beginning is to buy lunch for all
of his employees every other Tuesday,
and everyone must attend. “We use this
time to go over any changes in the industry, or upcoming training,” he said. “We
also discuss any new equipment needs we
may have or any equipment that may need
repaired. This is also the time we show
any new training videos, or have someone
from the industry speak to us about new
repair procedures we need to be aware
of.”
For the past 18 years, Rick’s
Automotive has been an installer of
JASPER remanufactured products. “We
are a very busy fast-pace shop, and we
don’t have time to back up and re-do a job
because of a poor quality product,” said
Rick. “We have found that, with Jasper
Engines and Transmissions, we can install
a quality product with the complete confidence that it won’t come back for anything other than routine maintenance.”
Rick’s Automotive has been in business in Springfield for over 30 years.
Rick firmly believes that he, along with
all business owners, have a responsibility to give back to the community that
has been so generous in supporting their
businesses. He has been very passionate about getting involved and supporting
organizations that help change the lives of
people in his community that are in need.
Rick has also been involved in numerous
boards and clubs, and a supporter of many
local charities and organizations throughout Southwest Missouri.
Congratulations to Rick and Karen
Hughlett for showing what an independent
garage owner can ultimately be; and proving what can come from hard work and
determination.

At 28,000 square feet, and servicing more than 1,000 vehicles a month, Rick’s Automotive
in Springfield, Missouri, is the result of big dreams and determination by Rick and Karen
Hughlett.

What’s New at Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains
We always see a fair share of vintage General Motors products come
through the Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains division. Here are three
of the recent standout projects.

The Oldsmobile Rocket V8 was General Motors’ first overhead
valve V8 engine of the post-WWII era. Production started on the
first generation of these engines in 1949 and ended in 1964. This 324
cubic-inch version of the Rocket V8 (pictured at top right) came from
a 1955 Oldsmobile 88.
Chevy’s famous line of small block V8’s began with the 265
“Mouse” motor in 1955. Two years later, GM developed the venerable 283 in 1957 and it stayed in production through 1967. When
fitted with an optional mechanical fuel injection system, the 283
became one of the first production engines to generate one horsepower
per cubic inch. A four-barrel carburetor version of the 283 for a 1957
Corvette (pictured at middle right) received the “Authentic” treatment
earlier this year.
This 324 CI First Generation Oldsmobile Rocket V8 from 1955
On the transmissions side, JASPER came across this GM Super
was recently remanufactured by Jasper Authentic Custom
Turbine 300 two-speed automatic. A predecessor to the TH350 and Drivetrains.
TH400, the ST300 was one of the first GM transmissions to incorporate a multi-case bellhousing, and was used in many Buick, Oldsmobile and Pontiac models between 1964 and 1969. The ST300 shown
in the lower right came from a 1964 Buick.
Technically, nothing is new when it comes to the Jasper Authentic
Custom Drivetrains division. But in reality, that’s exactly the point of
this division. These Associates specialize in remanufacturing engines
and transmissions that are currently no longer offered, or have been
turned away in the past because they did not fit into a production
remanufacturing system.
“One type of client that would benefit from our division, for
instance, is the individual restoring a car who wants matching serial
numbers and wants their engine to be hand-built by experienced professionals,” says Darren Ragsdale, Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains Manager.
“With Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains, we spend extra time
remanufacturing an engine or transmission,” Ragsdale added. “We
give the customer that hands-on, hand-built treatment that our target
customer base is looking for.”
A 283 Chevy V8 from a 1957 Corvette recently saw some
In addition, Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains provides some remanufacturing time with Jasper Authentic Custom
extras for the enthusiast. “Customers can opt to have their engine dy- Drivetrains.
namometer tested in addition to the live-run test we perform on most
applications,” said Ragsdale. “And we can provide the customer with
documentation of the remanufacturing process. With a login name and
password, they will be able to go to our web site and check the daily
progress of their engine or transmission.
“If a customer opts for the documentation package, Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains will provide a binder and CD with pictures &
specifications,” added Ragsdale. “Now the customer can archive the
documentation for their own records, or use it to authenticate their
unit as they show their vehicle.”
For more information on how Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains
can custom remanufacture the components of you, or your customer’s
project car, call 800-827-7455 or visit www.jasperengines.com.
The ST300 automatic transmission was the early predecessor
to the TH350 and TH400 during the 1960’s.
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Remanufactured Nissan VQ35DE Available from
JASPER
Jasper Engines & Transmissions, the nation’s leading
remanufacturer of drivetrain components, continues expanding into the import industry. The Nissan VQ35DE, a 3.5L
DOHC V6 with variable valve timing (VVT), is available on
exchange for the following applications:
2002-2006 Altima
2002-2008 Maxima
2002-2007 Murano
2003-2006 Quest

“This remanufactured JASPER engine includes all timing
components with a new water pump, timing chain tensioners
and new updated cam chains to correct an upper chain noise
issue,” says Brad Boeglin, JASPER Product Development
Team Leader. “The pistons have been re-engineered to match
original equipment compression ratios, and include a graphite
coating on the skirts to prevent dry start-up and piston
scuffing.”
“In addition, JASPER installs 100% new intake camshaft
actuators to eliminate any VVT issues,” said Boeglin.
Every JASPER Remanufactured Engine is subjected to
strict, high-quality processes:
• Disassembly, meticulous inspection and cleaning of 		
components.
• Precise machining for reliable performance.
• Head surfaces statistically monitored to assure proper
sealing with the block.
• JASPER’s research and product development ensures
inherent problems in OEM design are corrected.
• Live-Run Testing provides peace of mind and assures
reliability.
• An available Premium Service Plan that offers customers
even greater value.
Each engine is covered by JASPER’s 3-Year/100,000 mile
nationwide transferable parts and labor warranty. Full warranty
disclosure is available on our website or upon request.

JASPER Offers Converters “Over The Counter”
Jasper Engines & Transmissions continues to expand its product
line to fulfill industry needs. To that end, we are very excited to announce the release of Torque Converters for sale over the counter!
JASPER’s remanufactured OTC torque converters are currently
available for the following 1989-2007 applications:
• Chrysler 47RE/48RE		
• Ford E4OD/4R100/5R110
		

Dodge, Ram, 2500 - 3500
Ford F-150 - F-550
Ford E-150 - E-350

“There’s a market out there for these converters, especially for the
heavy-duty diesel engine applications,” said Craig Leuck, JASPER
Transmission Division Manager. “We can help that local shop whose
customer has a customized transmission for their truck, and it needs
a heavy-duty converter to handle the job, particularly for towing
purposes.”
A JASPER remanufactured converter features a heavy-duty billet
steel front cover. “As the converter gets hot over time, a standard
stamped steel front cover will balloon,” said Leuck. “This causes the
front lock-up surface to swell up and lose contact with the piston and
burn up the lock-up lining. Billet steel front covers will not expand.”
Each converter is also balanced to within three grams to eliminate
any unwanted vibrations in either the engine or transmission.
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Each JASPER over the counter converter is covered by a
3-Year/ 100,000-Mile Nationwide Parts Only Warranty. Call
1-800-827-7455 for complete conditions.

JASPER offers remanufactured “over the counter” converters
for Ford and heavy-duty Chrysler applications.

Compression Testing JASPER’s Complete Diesel Engine

TOP: JASPER Diesel Division Group Leader Eric Brittain conducts
compression testing on a 6.0 International Complete diesel engine.
ABOVE: The compression reading of each individual cylinder is
recorded through computerized data acquisition.

In our continuing effort to provide customers with the perfect product, Jasper Engines & Transmissions has improved
the testing process on all of our Complete diesel format
engines.
Depending on the application, a JASPER Complete diesel
engine includes all major castings, valve train, oil pump, oil
pan and pickup tube. “Each Complete engine is spin tested to
verify oil pressure, and water is run through the unit to check
for fluid leaks,” says Eric Brittain, JASPER Diesel Division
Group Leader.
As the Complete engine is spin tested, a compression
probe is inserted into the glow plug hole of each individual
cylinder. “The compression reading of that cylinder is recorded through computerized data acquisition,” said Brittain.
“The program will alert the operator of any potential issues
with low compression or too great of a variation between
cylinders.”
“On a diesel engine, the biggest issues are immediate startup failures such as an oil leak, a misfire or a rough-running
condition,” added Brittain. “By performing this test, JASPER
can pinpoint, and correct, potential issues. When this process
is finished, we know JASPER has provided the best product
for the customer at the best price.”
For more information on the remanufactured diesel engines of Jasper Engines & Transmissions, please call 800-8277455, or log onto www.jasperengines.com.

Cummins 6.7L Rear Gear Train Complete Diesel
Available
Jasper Engines & Transmissions is pleased to announce a
product extension to our Cummins 6.7L diesel engine family.
JASPER now offers the late-model Cummins ISB 6.7 liter
Common Rail Rear Gear Train Complete engine for the following 2007 and newer applications:
•
•
•
•

Freightliner Truck
Blue Bird Bus
Thomas Bus
Ford F650 & F750

This engine is available on exchange. It includes the
block, head, crank, cam, rods, valve train, oil pump, oil pan
and pickup tube, oil filter, oil cooler, inner & outer gear covers and finishing gaskets.
“JASPER’s remanufactured engine includes machining,
assembly and testing processes that will help assure the customer of maximum engine life and performance,” said Fred
Ernst, JASPER Diesel Marketing Manager.
The late-model Cummins ISB 6.7 liter Common Rail Rear
Gear Train Complete is covered by a one year parts and labor
warranty. Full warranty disclosure is available on our website
or upon request.
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Bring In More First-Time Callers
by Bob Cooper, President & Founder/Elite Worldwide

shoppers” are asking for price just
to start the conversation, and beyond
that, with rare exception, callers don’t
has functioned
know the questions they should be askas the developer,
ing. This is why, in all of our service
owner and an
advisor training classes, we encourage
operator of some
the students to write down a list of the
of the most sucquestions they think an educated caller
cessful auto
would ask. Once they have their list
repair shops in
completed, and committed to memory,
then it’s easy for them to say someNorth America.
thing like: “Well Larry, I know price is
Bob is a member of the prestigious
important to you, and it should be, but
National Speakers Association
if you call five different shops today,
and is one of the nation’s leading
you’ll more than likely get at least five
authorities on both personal
Your service advisors have to be razor
different prices. Some of the other quesand career success. Today Bob
sharp whenever the telephone rings (image tions you might want to ask are how
speaks nationally, as well as
courtesy of Rick’s Automotive).
long they’ve been in business, whether
internationally, to many trade
or not they have certified technicians
the right number, and providing a first
associations, universities, private
name is the first step in building personal and a drug-free workplace program,
banking groups and Fortune 500
and you might want to have them walk
relationships with your callers. By askcompanies.
ing how they can help, your advisors are you through the diagnostic processes as
asking a question that will allow them to well. You might want to also ask them
if they always explore all of the options
With vehicles being built better than control the conversation. By being upbeat
and using the right tonality, their likabil- that are available to customers when
ever before, and with service intervals
it comes to any recommended repairs,
ity goes up, and the customer’s anxiety
continually being extended, you are
what kind of warranties they provide,
goes down.
going to see your customers less often.
and if those warranties are in writing.”
The second thing your advisors will
This means that your service advisors
Ladies and gentlemen, I’ve closed hunneed to do is slow the conversation
have to be razor sharp when that phone
dreds, if not thousands, of tough firstdown so the callers don’t feel rushed.
rings. Although there is no silver bulYour advisors will have to become good time “price shoppers” using this techlet that will allow you to bring in every
nique, so I know it will work for you.
detectives by asking a number of quesfirst-time caller, there are a number of
If you’re still not quite sold, then
tions, because when your customers are
things you can do to get more appointconsider
this: If you take my recomresponding to the questions, it will take
ments. In this article, I would like to
mendations,
when those price shoppers
their focus off the price, and will help
share some of the best practices your
start
calling
other
shops, you know as
advisors can use that will bring immedi- them begin feeling more comfortable
well as I do, they’ll more than likely
with your advisors at the same time.
ate results.
ask some of the questions your advisors
When it comes to asking for the
In order for your customers to buy
suggested to them. Not only will your
appointment, one of the best tips I can
from you, three things need to occur:
competitors be caught off guard and
share with you is this: With rare excepThey have to like you, they have to
struggle with the answers, but in each
tion, your advisors need to offer every
trust you, and they have to view you as
caller a choice of appointment times, and case, the callers will be thinking of your
a credible expert. So when your phone
whenever possible, one of those options advisors. This is when your customrings, the first thing your advisors need
ers will not only realize how well your
should be to bring the vehicle in now.
to sell is themselves; not the service or
For example, “I can squeeze you in now, advisors handled the call, but they’ll
repair. The best way of accomplishing
or would 2:15 be better for you?” When trust your advisors, and you bet; they’ll
this goal is with a professional, courtenow view them as credible experts as
ous and upbeat greeting, such as, “Thank it comes to auto repair, customers love
well.
finality, which is why providing the
you for calling Elite Auto Care, this is
Bob. How can I help you this morning?” “now” option is a powerful sales tool.
For additional sales, marketing, and
Now here’s the absolute best-kept
Starting out by immediately thanking the
management
tips & strategies from Elite
customer shows appreciation, volunteer- secret for dealing with the tough firstWorldwide
President
Bob Cooper, visit
time callers. Every one of your advisors
ing the name of your company helps
the
Elite
Blog
at:
needs to be aware that many “price
assure your callers that they’ve called
www EliteWorldwideStore.com/blog

Bob Cooper
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Rotary Lift SPO18 Helps Boost
JASPER Turns to Land and Sea
JASPER Alternate Fuels Productivity
For New Gas Dynamometer
When Jasper Engines & Transmissions needed a new vehicle
lift for engine and transmission installation, it turned to fellow
Southern Indiana company Rotary Lift to buy an SPO18 heavyduty two-post lift.
Jasper Alternate Fuels offers complete conversion packages,
including alternative fuel engines and accessories, as well as
installation. To handle their increased demand, along with other
service work, JASPER needed a new heavy-duty vehicle lift.
Many JASPER installers may also benefit from adding such a lift
to their operations to facilitate other heavy-duty work.
“You absolutely must have a quality heavy-duty lift in order
to efficiently perform alternative fuel conversions,” says Doug
Bawel, JASPER chairman/CEO. “For example, one loaded CNG
tank weighs about 350 pounds. It’s just not practical to expect a
technician to lie on his back under a vehicle and bench press a
350-pound component into place. Our new Rotary Lift SPO18
lets our technicians raise a vehicle to a comfortable working
height so they can use multipurpose jacks to ergonomically position the fuel tanks and other components. Plus, the lift provides a
well-lit, spacious work area where our guys can comfortably fabricate components and run lines under the vehicle. We are seeing
significant productivity gains with this lift, and are recommending
it to all of our installers.”
JASPER already has several light-duty Rotary Lift two-post
lifts installed in its Research and Development center. It uses the
new SPO18 two-post lift when performing alternative fuel conversions for customers and to help in the new product development
process.
The SPO18 has a lifting capacity of 18,000 lbs. and is made
in Madison, Ind. It comes equipped with a multi-position locking
system that engages every four inches and an overhead switch
bar to prevent raising a vehicle too high. Stackable adapters make
contacting the vehicle’s pickup points quick and easy. It has been
third-party tested by ETL and ALI certified to meet ANSI safety
and performance standards.
To learn more about the SPO18 heavy-duty two-post lift or any
other products in Rotary Lift’s full line of vehicle lifts, visit www.
rotarylift.com or call (800) 640-5438.

The Land and Sea DYNOmite 2000 horsepower water brake dynamometer gives JASPER the ability to customize testing situations,
allows Product Development to conduct long-term engine testing and allows Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains to test their
customer’s engines as an added service to their remanufacturing
package.

In a never-ending pursuit of the perfect product, Jasper
Engines & Transmissions has unveiled a computerized dynamometer to help in the development of new products and for
use with the Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrain division.
The Land and Sea DYNOmite, 2000 horsepower, water
brake dynamometer provides accurate horsepower and torque
readings, gives JASPER the ability to customize testing situations and allows JASPER’s Product Development group to
conduct long-term engine testing.
“We will use this dyno for 50-hour engine durability testing, on all new products, before they are released,” said Brad
Boeglin, JASPER Product Development Team Leader. “With
the use of OEM computers, we’ll put an engine we are developing under various RPM, and load conditions to simulate
real-world driving and wear situations. This will give JASPER
further insight into long term failures, and how to correct
them, before a product is released.”
(Continued on back page)

Joe Howell uses JASPER’s new Rotary Lift SPO18 two-post lift to
convert a company truck to run on propane autogas.

Luke Hetterscheidt is at the controls of the computerized data
acquisition program, which provides JASPER with accurate horsepower and torque readings, and can simulate real world driving
and wear conditions.
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(Continued from page 7)

(Continued from front page)

The dyno also allows Product Development teams to test
different engine parts and tolerances, away from production
areas, and learn how those changes will affect an engine. “Engine parts stress differently under load conditions,” said Boeglin. “Using specialized tooling, we can now put these engines
under loads, test, and create tighter tolerances which, in return,
will increase the life of the engine.”
Jasper Authentic Custom Drivetrains will use the new dynamometer to test their customer’s engines as an added service
to the custom remanufacturing package. “For an additional
charge, customers can have their engine dynamometer tested.
A printout of torque and horsepower readings will be sent with
the engine,” says Boeglin. “Customers like that service as it
allows complete testing of the engine with the customer’s fuel
and ignition systems. Not only does it provide a higher quality
product, it will take less time for installation into the vehicle.”

302 and 304 have had their Assembly areas completed.”
“By making these changes, we have been able to reduce
a tremendous amount of internal inventory,” said Balsmeyer. “We have reduced the overall amount of labor per unit,
improved the accuracy of our inventory, made it easier to
manage our processes by our Team Leaders, improved the
cleanliness of those areas, made it easier to fix machines
without disrupting operations and improved on-time delivery of parts where they are needed.”
As for the customer, “They will notice an improvement
in product quality,” said Balsmeyer. “They will also notice
an improvement in the on-time delivery of product to their
shop.”
Similar changes to the ones at the Jasper Facility have
occurred at one of three Gas Engine PODS at the Crawford County facility and will eventually happen at the
Willow Springs, Missouri, facility.
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